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Abstract
The genus Phytophthora includes some of the most destructive plant pathogens affecting
agricultural and native ecosystems and is responsible for a number of recent emerging and
re-emerging infectious diseases of plants. Sudden oak death, caused by the exotic pathogen
P. ramorum, has caused extensive mortality of oaks and tanoaks in Northern California, and
has brought economic losses to US and European nurseries as well due to its infection of
common ornamental plants. In its known range, P. ramorum occurs as three distinct clonal
lineages. We inferred the evolutionary history of P. ramorum from nuclear sequence data
using coalescent-based approaches. We found that the three lineages have been diverging
for at least 11% of their history, an evolutionarily significant amount of time estimated to
be on the order of 165 000 to 500 000 years. There was also strong evidence for historical
recombination between the lineages, indicating that the ancestors of the P. ramorum lineages
were members of a sexually reproducing population. Due to this recombination, the ages
of the lineages varied within and between loci, but coalescent analyses suggested that the
European lineage may be older than the North American lineages. The divergence of the
three clonal lineages of P. ramorum supports a scenario in which the three lineages originated from different geographic locations that were sufficiently isolated from each other to
allow independent evolution prior to introduction to North America and Europe. It is thus
probable that the emergence of P. ramorum in North America and Europe was the result of
three independent migration events.
Keywords: coalescent, emerging disease, oomycete, plant disease, recombination, RXLR-class
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Introduction
Outbreaks of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases
are increasing in incidence (Morens et al. 2004; Jones et al.
2008). Much of the attention is on diseases of humans, but
similar patterns can be observed among emerging diseases
of plants, both on wild and cultivated species (Brown &
Hovmoller 2002; Anderson et al. 2004; King et al. 2006).
Some of the most destructive plant pathogens affecting
agricultural and native ecosystems can be found in the
genus Phytophthora, such as the potato late blight pathogen
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P. infestans, the soybean pathogen P. sojae, and P. cinnamomi,
which has killed large swaths of native forest in Australia
and also infects many food crops. P. infestans is a classic
example of an emerging and re-emerging pathogen (Fry &
Goodwin 1997). In the 19th century, its initial migration
from South or Central America to the USA and Europe
resulted in explosive epidemics and the Irish Potato
Famine (Fry et al. 1993; Goodwin et al. 1994; May & Ristaino
2004; Gomez-Alpizar et al. 2007). P. infestans has re-emerged
due to recent migrations of the pathogen from Central
Mexico, a possible centre of origin and the only location
where the pathogen was known to reproduce sexually
before the 1980s (Grünwald et al. 2001; Flier et al. 2003;
Grünwald & Flier 2005), to export markets where historical
clonal lineages were displaced by more virulent ones (Fry
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et al. 1992, 1993). Phytophthora are oomycetes (water moulds),
diploid eukaryotes in the kingdom Stramenopila, and are
more closely related to algae than to the fungi with which
the oomycetes share life-history characteristics (Baldauf
2003).
A recently emerging Phytophthora is P. ramorum, the
causal agent of sudden oak death, which is responsible for
extensive mortality of coast live oak (Quercus agrifolia) and
tanoak (Lithocarpus densiflorus) in northwest California
(Rizzo et al. 2002, 2005; Grünwald et al. 2008b). P. ramorum
also causes foliar lesions and twig dieback (Ramorum
blight) on hosts in over 40 plant genera including many
common ornamentals (Rizzo et al. 2005). Its infestation of
nursery stock has provided a mechanism for long-distance
dispersal and its quarantine has led to large economic
losses by the nursery industry in North America and
Europe. Its symptoms were first noticed in California in
1994–1995 (Garbelotto et al. 2001; Rizzo et al. 2002) and
around the same time on nursery stock in Europe (Werres
et al. 2001).
The available genetic data provide strong evidence that
P. ramorum is an exotic pathogen that appears to have been
introduced from an unknown origin at least three times
(Rizzo et al. 2005; Ivors et al. 2006; Prospero et al. 2007;
Mascheretti et al. 2008). There are three clonal lineages of
P. ramorum, within which genetic variation has only been
observed at rapidly evolving microsatellites (Ivors et al.
2006). Support for grouping isolates into three lineages
comes from AFLP, microsatellite, and mitochondrial
sequence data and is consistent across markers (Ivors et al.
2004, 2006; Prospero et al. 2007; Martin 2008). The EU1
lineage is responsible for all infestations in Europe but has
also been found in nurseries on the West Coast of the USA.
The NA1 genotype is the cause of the wildland epidemics
in California and the southwest corner of Oregon and is
also seen in nurseries (Prospero et al. 2007). The third
genotype, NA2, has only been observed in a limited
number of nurseries. P. ramorum is self-sterile, such that
sexual reproduction must occur between individuals of
two different mating types. The EU1 genotype is largely
the A1 mating type and all tested NA1 and NA2 isolates
have been A2 (Ivors et al. 2006; N. Grünwald, unpublished).
The two mating types have been brought together by the
nursery trade (Grünwald et al. 2008a) and have both been
detected in a California creek (Frankel 2008). Yet oospores
are not readily produced from crosses of the P. ramorum A1
and A2 mating types in the laboratory, leading to questions
as to whether the sexual reproduction system is functional
(Brasier & Kirk 2004; Werres & Kaminski 2005). The closest
known relatives of P. ramorum are P. lateralis, P. foliorum, and
P. hibernalis, which together make up Phytophthora clade 8c
(Blair et al. 2008). Both P. lateralis and P. foliorum are also
introduced pathogens from unknown origins (Erwin &
Ribeiro 1996; Donahoo et al. 2006) and P. hibernalis is similarly

an exotic in US nurseries (Blomquist et al. 2005). Unlike
P. ramorum, these species are self-fertile.
Here we examined the variation in five nuclear genes
from a diverse sample of P. ramorum isolates in order to
better understand the evolutionary history of the three
clonal lineages and the relationships among them. We
show that there was no variation in these genes among
isolates within the lineages, that recombination has played
a role in structuring the variation among lineages, and that
the lineages experienced an extended period of isolation
prior to introduction. We argue that this implies that the
lineages were introduced from three geographically
distinct and independently evolving populations that are
descendents of an ancestral sexual population.

Materials and methods
Isolates
Phytophthora isolates were maintained on cleared 10%
V8 agar medium (100 mL V8 juice; 2 g CaCO3; 30 mg/L
β-sitosterol (EMD Chemicals, Incorporated); 15 g agar;
900 mL deionized water) in a 20 °C incubator in the dark
(Grünwald et al. 2008c). All isolates were maintained
following the standard operating procedures associated
with corresponding USDA APHIS permits and an exemption
from the Director of the Oregon Department of Agriculture
for work with Phytophthora under containment conditions.
Twenty-one P. ramorum isolates were selected based on
variation across seven microsatellite loci and represented
the three clonal lineages (Fig. 1). The microsatellite loci
used were PrMS39b, PrMS43a, PrMS43b, PrMS45 (Prospero
et al. 2007) and 18, 64, 82 (Ivors et al. 2006), and were typed
using primers and protocols as described elsewhere
(Garnica et al. 2006; Ivors et al. 2006; Prospero et al. 2007;
Grünwald et al. 2008c). A neighbour-joining tree was
constructed from microsatellite allele frequencies to
illustrate the variation among isolates (Fig. 1). Using the
program msa (Dieringer & Schlötterer 2003), genetic
distance among isolates was calculated using Nei’s chord
distance, Da (Nei et al. 1983). The phylip 3.67 package
(Felsenstein 2004) was used to generate a neighbourjoining tree and produce a consensus tree from 1000
bootstrap replicates generated in msa. Locus 82 was
excluded from the tree because it amplified more than two
alleles.

Sequencing
Five single-copy loci were sequenced for the 21 P. ramorum
isolates and the three other Phytophthora clade 8c species
(Table 1). The genes sequenced were beta tubulin (btub), the
indole-3-glycerol-phosphate synthase N-5′-phosphoribosyl
anthranilate isomerase gene (trp1, involved in biosynthesis
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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was used for polymerase chain reaction (PCR) amplification
with 3 mm MgCl2. PCR was performed with an initial
denaturation for 3 min, followed by 35 cycles of denaturation for 1 min, annealing for 1 min, and extension at 72 C
for 1 min, with one final 10-min extension. Primers and
annealing temperatures are given in Table 2. PCR products
were sequenced using ABI PRISM BigDye Terminator 3.1
chemistry (Applied Biosystems) and analysed on Applied
Biosystems 3730 capillary sequencers by the Oregon State
University Center for Genome Research and Biocomputing
core laboratory. Sequences were edited using ContigExpress,
a component of Vector NTI Advance 10.3.0 (Invitrogen
Corporation), and BioEdit (Hall 1999). Sequences showing
more than one heterozygous site were cloned in two
isolates per lineage using TOPO TA Cloning (Invitrogen
Corporation) or the pGEM-T Easy Vector System (Promega
Corporation). ClustalW (Thompson et al. 1994) was used
for multiple alignment of sequences. GenBank Accession
numbers are provided in Table 2.

Fig. 1 Neighbour-joining tree of Phytophthora ramorum isolates
used for sequencing based on variation at six microsatellite loci.
Bootstrap values are shown for branches with greater than 80%
support. A seventh locus (82, Ivors et al. 2006) that produces more
than two alleles was not included in the tree, yet is variable
among isolates and differentiated among lineages.

of tryptophan), two putative effectors [Avr gene homologues; PrAvh120 and PrAvh121 (Tyler et al. 2006; Jiang et al.
2008)], and a gene coding a hypothetical protein with a
glycosyl transferase group 1 domain, named gwEuk.30.30.1
in the JGI annotation of the P. ramorum strain Pr102 genome
sequence (Tyler et al. 2006). This gene contains a microsatellite (Pr9C3, Prospero et al. 2004) in an intron that
shows variation among but not within P. ramorum lineages.
The microsatellite itself was removed for analysis due to
poor alignment. These genes were selected primarily
because they showed intraspecific variation in preliminary
sequencing. The putative effectors are homologous to
known Avr genes in other Phytophthora species (Jiang et al.
2008) and were chosen because microarray data suggest
that they are expressed in P. ramorum sporangia (C. Press
and N. Grünwald, unpublished) and are expected to be
rapidly evolving. The protein IDs for these genes in the
Pr102 genome sequence are: btub 72114; trp1 71833;
PrAvh120 76672; PrAvh121 81834; and gwEuk.30.30.1 46978.
Each gene is located on a different scaffold in the genome
assembly and was confirmed to be in single copy based on
the genome sequence and corresponding trace archives
(Table 2). The full gene was sequenced for the two effectors
and a fragment of the gene was amplified for the three
other loci. Taq DNA polymerase from GenScript Corporation
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Polymorphism and selection
Within each lineage, all sequenced isolates were identical;
therefore the data for each locus were collapsed to one
individual per lineage. SITES (Hey & Wakeley 1997) and
DnaSP (Rozas et al. 2003) were used to summarize the
sequence data for each locus. Polymorphism was quantified
using the population mutation parameter θW (Watterson
1975). We determined the minimum number of recombination events by the Rmin of Hudson & Kaplan (1985)
and estimated the rate of intralocus recombination in P.
ramorum with Hey & Wakeley’s γ (1997). Tajima’s D (Tajima
1989), Fu and Li’s D* and F* (Fu & Li 1993), and Fu’s FS (Fu
1997) were used to test for selection or demographic effects
on each locus. Significance was assessed using empirical
distributions generated in DnaSP using the default settings
given the data.

Phylogenetic inference
Standard phylogenetic analyses on each locus were
conducted using paup* (Swofford 2002) and included all
four 8c species. We used both maximum parsimony (MP)
and maximum likelihood (ML) to infer gene trees using the
branch- and-bound algorithm. For ML, we selected the
best evolutionary model given the data using the AIC in
ModelTest 3.7 (Posada & Crandall 1998). Support for
branches was assessed using 500 bootstrap samples.

Coalescent analysis
The coalescent uses stochastic processes, based on a
population genetic model, to approximate the ancestry of
a sample of DNA sequences going backwards in time by
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Table 1 Isolates sequenced for five nuclear genes
Isolate

Source name

Species

Origin

Year isolated*

Clonal lineage

Source†

PR-04-002
PR-05-012
PR-01-023
PR-02-010
PR-01-024
PR-05-014
PR-06-002
PR-04-007
PR-04-004
PR-0X-004
PR-05-019
PR-05-025
PR-01-004
PR-01-003
PR-05-017
PR-05-041
PR-05-055
PR-04-001
PR-04-015
PR-05-153
PR-05-166
PL-0X-001
PH-05-003
P-04-001

03-74-D12-A
BBA9/95; CSL2266
BBA15/01-11a
BBA2N0389
BBA15/01-14
CSL2267
04-189-B5
04-207-Q
Pr102
Pr106
wsda4164
wsda4165
1020.1
1033.1
WA15.3-080403
4361
2092
2027.1
wsda3765
RHCC1
MR31
366
P3822
LT192-010505

P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. ramorum
P. lateralis
P. hibernalis
P. foliorum

Oregon
Germany
Germany
France
Germany
UK
Oregon
Oregon
California
California
Washington
Washington
Oregon
Oregon
Oregon
Oregon
Oregon
Oregon
Washington
California
Washington
USA
Australia
Tennessee

2003
1995
2001
2002
2001
n.a.
2004
2004
n.a.
n.a.
2004
2004
2001
2001
2003
2003
2002
2001
2004
2005
2004
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.

EU1
EU1
EU1
EU1
EU1
EU1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA1
NA2
NA2
NA2
—
—
—

N. Osterbauer
H. DeGruyter
S. Werres
S. Werres
S. Werres
C. Lane
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
D. Rizzo
D. Rizzo
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
E. Hansen
A. Wagner
M. Garbelotto
M. Garbelotto
E. Hansen
M. Coffey
K. Lamour

*n.a., not available.
†N. Osterbaur, Oregon Department of Agriculture, USA; H. DeGruyter, Dutch Plant Protection Service, the Netherlands; S. Werres, Federal
Biological Research Centre, Germany; C. Lane, Central Science Laboratory, UK; E. Hansen, Oregon State University, USA; D. Rizzo,
University of California, Davis, USA; A. Wagner, Washington State Department of Agriculture, USA; M. Garbelotto, University of California,
Berkeley, USA; M. Coffey, University of California, Riverside, USA; K. Lamour, University of Tennessee, USA.

evaluating all possible mutational pathways back to a
common ancestor. We used the coalescent to examine the
ancestry of the three P. ramorum clonal lineages. The
divergence of P. ramorum from the other three 8c species
was too great to include them in the coalescent analysis.
At least two of the loci showed evidence of recombination
in initial tests (Table 3); thus, we included recombination in
our coalescent simulations. We used recom version 5.8
for coalescent analysis with recombination, assuming the
infinite-sites model, neutral evolution, panmixia, and
constant population size (Griffiths & Marjoram 1996).
recom simulates the coalescent given values of the population mutation rate θ (2Neμ, as recom uses a haploid
model) and the population recombination rate ρ (2Ner) and
estimates a joint-likelihood surface for these parameters
given the data. It assumes that the ancestral state of each
site is known. By comparing each segregating site in P.
ramorum to its state in P. lateralis, P. hibernalis, and P. foliorum,
we assigned the ancestral state. Two sites in trp1 (428 and
431) had unclear ancestral states; one was interpreted as an
allele-specific mutation in EU1 and for the other NA1 was

assigned to the derived state. One site with three states was
removed in PrAvh121. Sequence data were converted to the
recom input file format using SNAP Workbench (Price &
Carbone 2005). For each locus, θW and ρ = 1.0 were used to
generate initial maximum-likelihood estimates (MLEs) of
ρ. Then, θW and the ρ estimate were used for four runs of 10
million to 50 million simulations to generate joint estimates
of both parameters. Finally, these estimates were used to
obtain estimates of recombination events, mutation times,
and time to the most recent common ancestor (TMRCA,
scaled by population size) also using four independent
runs. Two to five times more simulations per run were
used for btub and gwEuk.30.30.1 to improve convergence
of estimates among runs. PrAvh121 crashed the program
unless the +b switch was used, which aborts low probability paths and returns zero. We compared parameter
estimates obtained from recom to those from sequenceLD
(Fearnhead & Donnelly 2002) and LDhat (McVean
et al. 2002). Methods and results for the sequenceLD
and LDhat analyses are described in the Supplementary
Data.
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Table 2 Primers, amplification conditions, and GenBank Accession numbers for resulting sequences
Primer position in
Pr102 genome

Gene

Amplification primers

beta-tubulin*

TUBUF3 CGGTAACAACTGGGCTAAGG
TUBUR1 CCTGGTACTGCTGGTACTCAG
Trp1F1 CCGAACACGCAAAGTGCAAATAACAAGATGGG
Trp1R1 CGTCACGGCTGAGCGAAAGTCCCCG
Trp1F2 GAACATCCTGGAGGAGATCG
Trp1R2 CATCAAGTACTCGCCRACCA
Pr9C3c_F TTCAAGTGGGAGGAGAGGAA
Pr9C3c_R GCTCCAGGATGATCTCTCCA
PrRXLR120_-242F CTGTGCGAATCTTGCAACC
PrRXLR120_639R GCGAATCATTCCTACGCTTG
PlRXLR120_-301F CGGCATGAACACCATATCAT
PlRXLR120_+629R GACGCTAGGTGGGTCAAAAC
PfRXLR120_-301F GAGACAGCATCACGTGCCTA
PfRXLR120_+605R GGTTCTTTGGCGTCAGTAGC
PhRXLR120_-125F CTATCTCCTCCCGCACTCTG
PhRXLR120_+680R GCCACTGAACACAGTTTTGG
PrRXLR121_-244F CATGCTGACCCATTCAGTACC
PrRXLR121_623R TCAAAGGGCCTTCTGCATAC
PhPrRXLR121_Pr-72F GCAARCTCATTCYTCGATCA
PlRXLR121_+737R GCTACGCCACATCCAAAAAT
PfRXLR121_-291F GGCATTTAGGGAGACGTGAA
PfRXLR_121_+527R AAGAAACCTTGTCGCTCGAA
PhRXLR121_-280F GCAACCTTTGCTCCTTTGAC
PhRXLR121_+658R ACGAGGTTCTGCGTGAGTTT

trp1
(P.r., P.l.)
trp1
(P.f., P.h.)
gwEuk.
30.30.1
PrAvh120
(P.r.)
PrAvh120
(P.l.)
PrAvh120
(P.f.)
PrAvh120
(P.h.)
PrAvh121
(P.r.)
PrAvh121
(P.l.)
PrAvh121
(P.f.)
PrAvh121
(P.h.)

88:92179-92198
88:93147-93167
52:331060-331091
52:332008-332032
52:331092-331111
52:332114-332133
30:312889-312908
30:313618-313637
19:437966-437984
19:437104-437123
NA

Ta (°C)

Amplicon
size (bp)

GenBank Accession(s)

55

988

EU850939–EU850974

60

972

58

1041

EU850975–EU850996;
EU850999–EU851002
EU850997–EU850998

56

748

EU851003–EU851038

58

880

58

929

EU850875–EU850895;
EU850899–EU850902
EU850896

NA

58

905

EU850898

NA

58

804

EU850897

64:182656-182676
64:183503-183522
NA

58

866

58

808

EU850903–EU850923;
EU850927–EU850938
EU850924

NA

58

817

EU850926

NA

55

937

EU850925

*primers modified from Kroon et al. (2004).
Ta, annealing temperature.

Table 3 Summary statistics for sequenced loci

P. ramorum only
Length
Segregating sites
θw (per gene)
Rmin
γ
Tajima’s D
Fu’s FS
Fu and Li’s D*
Fu and Li’s F*
With other 8c spp.
Segregating sites
Mutations
Parsimony informative characters†
Consistency index for inform. char.†

btub

trp1

gwEuk.30.30.1

PrAvh120

PrAvh121

908
4
1.75
0
0
0.768ns
–2.112**
0.769ns
0.814ns

807
8
3.50
0
0
–0.399ns
1.992ns
–0.302ns
–0.347ns

630
10
4.38
1
17.66
0.577ns
1.101ns
0.699ns
0.727ns

387
7
3.07
0
0
–0.125ns
–1.283ns
–0.138ns
–0.145ns

399 (387)
35
15.33
1
11.45
–0.053ns
1.514ns
–0.151ns
–0.142ns

123
133
40
0.88

125
140
33
0.85

114
125
38
0.85

129
145
45
0.68

56
63
25
0.80

ns

P > 0.1.
**0.01 < P < 0.05.
†gaps removed.
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Fig. 2 Sites segregating in Phytophthora ramorum, shown by position in gene for PrAvh120 and PrAvh121 and by position in sequenced
fragment for btub, trp1, and gwEuk.30.30.1. Identity to consensus nucleotide is indicated by a dot.

Visualizing the evolutionary history using genetree
and beagle
For loci with no conflicting sites, we also ran coalescent
analyses in genetree version 9.0 (Bahlo & Griffiths 2000),
which assumes no recombination, to compare the results to
those from recom and to obtain coalescent gene genealogies.
The results are expected to be slightly different due to
differences in the computational methods used by the
programs (Griffiths & Marjoram 1996). Ancestral states
were coded the same as for recom. An initial run using θW
and 10 million simulations was used to generate an MLE of
θ (using option –2 to calculate the exact likelihood when
only 2 ancestors remain). This MLE was used to estimate
mutation times and TMRCA, also using 10 million
simulations (but not option –2).
The coalescent history of a sample that has experienced
recombination cannot be visualized in a bifurcating tree,
rather it is represented by an ancestral recombination
graph (ARG). A true ARG would show all inferred recombination events involving ancestral sequences. A minimal
ARG shows only the recombination events that are
required given the data. The program beagle uses a branchand-bound algorithm to compute an exact minimum
number of recombination events required for the data and
produces an associated minimal ARG (Lyngsø et al. 2005).
The resulting ARG is a schematic of inferred relationships,
showing the inferred order of recombination and coalescent
events back to the root, but is not scaled to time like a true
coalescent tree. We analysed the two loci with conflicting
sites, gwEUK30.30.1 and PrAvh121, with beagle. Like recom,
beagle assumes the infinite-sites model. The ARG can be
rooted using a specified outgroup or beagle can infer the
root. We rooted the ARG with P. lateralis (in effect assigning
P. lateralis to be the ancestral sequence). Two sites with
three states were excluded from PrAvh121. Sequence data

were reduced to binary variable sites using Map (Aylor
et al. 2006) as implemented in SNAP Workbench (Price &
Carbone 2005) for input into beagle.

Results
Polymorphism in P. ramorum nuclear genes
All of the observed variation was between the two alleles
within each lineage or among the three lineages. There
were no differences in the sequenced genes among
individuals within the lineages such that each lineage
produced one or two alleles at each locus with no variation
among isolates. Across lineages, we found a total of four to
six haplotypes at each sequenced locus (Fig. 2). Segregating
sites per locus ranged from 4 to 35 and θW from 1.75 to 15
(Table 3). PrAvh121 was much more variable than any of
the other nuclear loci examined. Variable sites included
noncoding, synonymous, and nonsynonymous (replacement) mutations (Fig. 2). Neutrality was not rejected at any
locus as measured by Tajima’s D or Fu and Li’s statistics
(Table 3). Fu’s FS was significant for btub only, but given the
nonsignificant results for the other tests and loci, this result
may be due to the sensitivity of FS to recombination (Fu
1997). Both gwEuk.30.30.1 and PrAvh121 contained a
minimum of one recombination event (Table 3). The same
two loci also had non-zero values of γ (Table 3).
The putative effector PrAvh121 appeared to have a complex structure and history. The alleles in the EU1 lineage
were highly diverged from the other two lineages for
approximately the first third of the gene, while in the last
third of the gene, one allele was more similar to the Phytophthora lateralis gene sequence than to the other P. ramorum
sequences, including the presence/absence of a 12-bp indel
(Figs 3 and 4). Yet, the 3′-end flanking regions of the EU1
alleles were identical over 150 bp and quickly became
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 3 Peptide sequence of PrAvh121 for each haplotype of the three Phytophthora ramorum lineages and closest known relatives. Identity
to the first sequence is indicated by a dot, dashes indicate gaps, and asterisks indicate stop codons.

Fig. 4 Maximum-likelihood phylogenetic
trees for each sequenced locus rooted with
Phytophthora hibernalis. Bootstrap values
are shown for branches that had greater
than 50% support. Species names are
abbreviated: Ph, P. hibernalis; Pf, P. foliorum;
Pl, P. lateralis; Pr, P. ramorum. Shown are
each haplotype observed for P. ramorum as
well as a single representative sequence for
the other three species.

highly diverged from the corresponding P. lateralis sequence
(by 50 bp from the stop codon; data not shown). When only
the third codon positions were examined, there were still
13 segregating sites, more variation than was observed
across all sites at any of the other four loci.
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Genealogies
Maximum-likelihood genealogies for each locus showed
that the two alleles of each clonal lineage did not always
cluster together (Fig. 4). Furthermore, the relationships
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Table 4 Results of coalescent analyses on individual loci

recom
Generating θ
Generating ρ
Mean TMRCA (sd)
Mean recombination events (SD)
Estimated likelihood
(standard error)
θ estimate
ρ estimate
genetree
TMRCA (SD)
Likelihood of tree
(standard error)
θ estimate

btub

trp1

gwEuk.30.30.1

PrAvh120

PrAvh121

1.75
3.5
2.64 (0.88)
6.96 (2.20)
1.21 × 10–4
(3.84 × 10–5)
1.9
2.88

3.7
0
1.49 (0.47)
0.00 (0.00)
1.32 × 10–3
(1.18 × 10–6)
3.70
0.00

4.3
1.5
2.49 (0.71)
4.03 (1.35)
2.91 × 10–5
(8.48 × 10–6)
4.44
1.90

3.9
0.5
1.22 (0.45)
0.96 (1.00)
3.96 × 10–5
(1.46 × 10–6)
3.90
0.875

13.0
1.0
2.28 (0.37)
3.00 (0.002)
3.15 × 107
(3.15 × 107)
11.0
0.90

1.27 (0.52)
4.72 × 10–5
(2.07 × 10–8)
2.05

1.48 (0.48)
5.33 × 10–6
(3.46 × 10–9)
3.675

NA
NA

1.03 (0.35)
1.76 × 10–5
(1.09 × 10–8)
4.00

NA
NA

NA

NA

NA, not applicable due to conflicting sites in gene.

Fig. 5 Mutation ages estimated by (A) recom and (B) genetree in one representative run for each locus. Bars indicate mean estimates of
mutation age, error bars show standard deviation, and scale is in coalescent time, which is a function of population size and generation
time (2N × time × generation time). Filled bars are mutations shared between lineages and empty bars are lineage-specific mutations, with
the lineage(s) in which the mutation occurred shown below. Ancestral state for each site was inferred by comparison to Phytophthora
lateralis, P. hibernalis, and P. foliorum.

between the lineages changed among loci, although with
weak bootstrap support. The results of maximum parsimony
were similar except for btub, for which parsimony gave
much higher bootstrap support values than the likelihood
model. P. ramorum is sufficiently diverged from P. lateralis,
P. hibernalis, and P. foliorum that multiple mutations per site
and homoplasy were observed (Table 3).

Coalescent analyses
We obtained the TMRCA, in scaled coalescent units, of
the P. ramorum clonal lineages at each locus as well as the

age of each mutation using the coalescent with recombination. In most cases, convergence was observed among
independent runs for each locus. A summary of representative runs for each locus is given in Table 4 and illustrated
in Fig. 5. Estimates of TMRCA and number of recombination
events for btub were similar among runs, but estimates of θ
and ρ ranged from 1.8 to 2.4 and 1.9 to 3.5, respectively. In
addition, the ages of the four btub mutations varied among
runs; therefore, one of three scenarios is given in Fig. 5.
trp1, with an estimated population recombination rate of
zero, gave nearly identical results among replicate runs.
Yet, the estimates of mutation ages by recom for trp1 (with
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Fig. 6 Coalescent-based gene genealogies for the three loci that had no conflicting sites. Trees were generated in genetree, which assumes
no recombination, and scaled to TMRCA of 1.0 for each locus. Mutations are labelled by their location in the sequence, as in Fig. 2.

no recombination) were problematic; different mutations
occurring on a given lineage were assigned nearly identical
mutation times (Fig. 5). The number of recombination
events was estimated to have been greater than one for all
loci except trp1 and PrAvh120 (Table 4).
We attempted to reconstruct the evolutionary history
of PrAvh121 using the coalescent with recombination.
However, the structure of the variation appeared to cause
problems for recom as the program consistently crashed.
When we aborted low probability paths, the runs that were
successful in producing output showed few unaborted
paths, ranging from 35 to 88 out of 50 million simulations.
PrAvh121 apparently had a difficult history to reconstruct
using a coalescent model, suggesting that evolution by
point mutation and neutral evolution were not appropriate
assumptions for this locus. While the locations of probable
recombination events varied among runs, each run
showed at least one event around the middle of the gene, a
location one would expect based on the structure of the
variation.
We obtained coalescent gene genealogies for the three
loci with no conflicting sites (Fig. 6). PrAvh120 and trp1
showed similar TMRCA in genetree and recom (Table 4),
since these loci appear to have experienced little recombination. In contrast, the TMRCA of btub differed by a factor
of two between the analyses with and without recombination
(Table 4).
The minimal ARG generated in beagle for gwEuk.30.30.1
showed that the NA2b haplotype may be the result of a
recombination event between the EU1b haplotype and
a shared NA1/NA2 haplotype (Fig. 7A). For PrAvh121
rooted with P. lateralis, beagle estimated a minimum of five
recombination events (Fig. 7B) in contrast to the single
event (after position 177) inferred when only the P. ramorum
sequences were used. The ARG shows the N-terminal
region of the gene associated with the EU1 alleles evolving
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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with the C-terminal region shared by most of the P. ramorum
alleles (dual gray and black paths in Fig. 7B). The EU1
N-terminal region is brought together with the P. lateralis-like
C-terminal region by a recombination event after site 131
while the NA1 and NA2 alleles are each joined with their
N-terminal regions by a different recombination event (at
locations 249, 256, and 258). The fifth recombination node
in the ARG (at site 135) is solely to address the mutation at
this site, which is shared between one of the EU1 alleles
and the NA1 and NA2 alleles.
We estimated how long the lineages may have been
isolated from each other by examining their relative time to
coalescence, as indicated by the ages of mutations shared
between lineages. Shared mutations were in most cases
older than lineage-specific mutations (Fig. 5). PrAvh120
and trp1 each had a single shared mutation, in both cases
shared by EU1 and NA2 (Figs 5 and 6). Different realizations of recom runs with btub showed either btub64 (NA1/
NA2) or btub730 (all three lineages) to be the first shared
mutation. Assuming no recombination, genetree estimated
the first shared mutation to be btub64 (Fig. 6). The first
shared mutation in gwEuk.30.30.1 was consistently
gwEuk.30.30.1221 (NA1/NA2, Fig. 5). In absolute terms,
the youngest shared mutation was btub64 followed by
gwEuk.30.30.1221, both mutations shared by NA1 and NA2,
suggesting that the first coalescence between lineages back
in time may be of NA1 and NA2. When scaled to the
TMRCA of the locus, the time to the first btub mutation
varied between 11% and 18% (depending on the run) of the
TMRCA. The mutation at gwEuk.30.30.1221 was estimated
to have occurred at 21% of the TMRCA of gwEuk.30.30.1.
These time estimates assume panmixia, which would
underestimate coalescent times if the lineages were in fact
geographically structured and change the relative timing
of mutation and coalescence events if migration rates
varied.
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Fig. 7 Minimal ancestral recombination graph (ARG) for (A) gwEuk.30.30.1 and (B) PrAvh121. Recombination events are indicated by
ovals containing the physical location of the recombination breakpoint in the sequence (breakpoint follows given site). The paths leading
to a recombination node are labeled with ‘N’ or ‘C’ to indicate the origin of the N-terminal (5’ to the breakpoint) and C-terminal (3′)
portions of the recombinant gene. Numbers to the right of paths are the number of mutations in that segment. The small open circles
indicate coalescence events. The direction of the paths is from the past to the present. For PrAvh121 the paths associated with EU1 alleles
are light gray to distinguish them from the paths associated with the NA1 and NA2 alleles. The ARG is rooted with Phytophthora lateralis,
therefore the total number of mutations is across the three P. ramorum lineages and two species.

Discussion
Our analysis of DNA sequence variation at five nuclear loci
suggests that the Phytophthora ramorum clonal lineages
have been isolated from each other for an evolutionarily
significant amount of time, yet are descendents of an
ancestral sexually recombining population. We did not
find DNA sequence variation among isolates within each
lineage, suggesting that the observed variation dates prior
to introduction. Evidence for independent evolution of
the three lineages can be seen by simply examining the
distribution of mutations. We found that out of a total of 29
segregating sites across four loci, 17 mutations were
specific to a single lineage when coded based on sequences
from P. ramorum’s three closest known relatives. We used
the coalescent to put a timescale on these mutations and
estimated that the three lineages have been separated for
approximately the last 11 to 21% of their history. Given the
lack of a fossil record for oomycetes, we used a conservative
approximation to date divergence. Based on synonymous
substitutions across four genes and an assumed synonymous
substitution rate between 2 × 10–9 and 7 × 10–9 mutations

per site per year based on the literature for plants, animals,
and fungi (Li et al. 1987; Wolfe et al. 1989; Gaut et al. 1996;
Kasuga et al. 2002), we estimate the history of the three
lineages to be between 1.5 million and 5.4 million years old.
This would make the most recent mutation shared between
lineages a minimum of 165 000 years old. Given the
divergence of the lineages, it is unlikely that the three
lineages are introductions of three different genotypes
from a single interbreeding population; rather the lineages
are more likely to have originated from three geographically
isolated populations. Alternatively, the lineages may
have recently migrated to a single population in which
they remained reproductively isolated (i.e. asexual, as is
currently the case in US nurseries) and from which the
introductions to North America and Europe originated.
That the NA1 and EU1 genotypes were limited to North
America and Europe, respectively, in the first years
following introduction (the EU1 lineage has since migrated
to the US) perhaps lends support to the hypothesis of
different source populations. Studies of population genetic
variation and dispersal in California and southwest
Oregon indicate that P. ramorum may have limited intrinsic
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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ability to disperse long distances (Davidson et al. 2005;
Prospero et al. 2007; Hansen et al. 2008; Mascheretti et al.
2008). Thus, it seems plausible that P. ramorum populations
could be geographically structured across its native range.
The EU1 lineage is intriguing because it contained most
of the allele-specific mutations and these were inferred
from the coalescent analyses to be relatively recent. The
EU1 lineage could have more of these mutations because it
has been isolated from NA1 and NA2 longer than they
have been isolated from each other, which is consistent
with the coalescent analyses that dated shared mutations
between NA1 and NA2 as the youngest of the shared
mutations. This contrasts with analysis of variable regions
in the mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), which concluded
that NA2 has the basal mtDNA haplotype (Martin 2008).
The mtDNA haplotypes likely diverged separately from
the nuclear genomes, which is possible since the mtDNA is
maternally inherited and generally does not recombine.
Alternative explanations for the EU1-specific mutations
are an elevated mutation rate, a considerably larger
effective population size, or more recent recombination
in EU1 that maintained more variation in this lineage
compared to the others.
We observed strong evidence of recombination in at least
two genes, suggesting that there was sexual reproduction
in P. ramorum’s past. This species should be capable of
outcrossing, yet matings between A1 and A2 isolates
proceed unusually slowly and it is unclear if oospores are
viable (Brasier & Kirk 2004). Their lack of success in mating
may be a consequence of their apparent long period of
isolation. P. cinnamomi similarly appears to reproduce
asexually across its introduced range even when both
mating types coexist (Linde et al. 1999; Dobrowolski
et al. 2003). P. infestans reproduces sexually in Mexico and
Europe (Goodwin et al. 1992; Drenth et al. 1994; Grünwald
& Flier 2005), but there are regions in the USA and Asia
where both mating types have been present but with no
detectable mating (Mosa et al. 1993; Miller et al. 1997).
Therefore, P. ramorum is not exceptional in its current
behaviour.
Since asexual reproduction can cause a build-up of
slightly deleterious mutations (Felsenstein 1974), it is
interesting to note that we observed several lineagespecific amino acid replacements that are estimated to be
evolutionarily recent mutations. Most of the replacement
changes were in PrAvh120 and clustered in the 5′ end of the
gene (the first ~200 bp). This is notable because Phytophthora
RXLR-class effectors are thought to be modular in structure:
N-terminal domains are involved in targeting (secretion of
the protein out of the pathogen and transportation into
the host cell) while the C-terminal domain is responsible
for the effector activity within the plant host (Whisson
et al. 2007; Dou et al. 2008a, b). Given the function of the
N-terminal sequence, one would hypothesize that this
Journal compilation © 2009 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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region would be under purifying selection and would
exhibit little variation in amino acid composition, if the
gene is functional, whereas the C-terminal region may be
highly polymorphic (Shan et al. 2004; Rehmany et al. 2005;
Allen et al. 2008). Thus, the amino acid polymorphism
localized to the N-terminal is unexpected. We cannot
determine whether recombination has occurred in the
time since isolation of the lineages from our data, but if it
is the case that these lineages have accumulated deleterious
mutations, the shuffling of variation provided by sexual
reproduction could lead to a significant improvement in
fitness. Yet, Phytophthora species also exhibit mitotic recombination (Goodwin 1997; Dobrowolski et al. 2003) and
gene conversion (Chamnanpunt et al. 2001), which may be
effective in purging deleterious mutations.
The second effector that we sequenced, PrAvh121,
provides a stronger case for selection shaping the patterns
of variation observed in the three lineages. Both EU1 alleles
share six amino acids that differ from the other lineages in
the targeting region, but in the last 40 amino acids of the
protein, one EU1 allele is identical to alleles found in the
other lineages while the other shares eight amino acid
changes and an indel with the orthologous P. lateralis
protein (Fig. 3). Given the genetic distance between
P. lateralis and P. ramorum, a recombination event between
EU1 and P. lateralis seems unlikely. The most parsimonious
explanation for the similarity in the C-terminus is that
selection, specifically balancing selection, has maintained
this shared domain since speciation. The neutrality tests
we conducted may not have detected balancing selection
since the pattern was limited to the EU1 lineage. The
targeting region shared by the EU1 alleles contains more
sites in the apparent ancestral state than NA1 and NA2,
suggesting that this is the older P. ramorum allele. Clearly,
recombination linked the one targeting region with the
other functional region, and the question that remains is
whether both alleles were maintained in one or more of
the source populations or if this recombination occurred
prior to the isolation of the lineages.
We used the coalescent to establish that the three clonal
lineages of P. ramorum diverged long ago, prior to any
possible human influence. However, there can be little
doubt that the three introductions of P. ramorum to Europe
and the USA were the result of human activity. Interestingly,
zoonoses (diseases from non-human animal origin) make
up a majority of the recent emerging infectious diseases of
human populations (Jones et al. 2008) and these diseases,
like P. ramorum, have comparatively broad host ranges
(Woolhouse & Gowtage-Sequeria 2005). For some of these
diseases, including West Nile virus and Lyme disease,
humans are a dead-end host but it is their effect on
humans that is the cause for concern. Similarly, P. ramorum
would be a minor pathogen if it did not kill high-value
oaks, which are dead-end hosts (Davidson et al. 2005).
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Emerging diseases have been compared to weediness in
plants, in that they are opportunistic and can take advantage of new ecological niches presented by human activity
(Morens et al. 2004; Woolhouse & Gowtage-Sequeria 2005).
Phytophthora species have repeatedly shown themselves
to exhibit these characteristics and P. ramorum has already
proven itself three times.
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